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Abstract
Processing of continuous queries that are getting updated 
dynamically and satisfying the client’s requirement with the 
least number of refresh messages has always been a concern. To 
process such queries, Multi-queries was used to monitor changes in 
dynamic data from multiple data sources. Clients desire to obtain 
the aggregated values from multiple data sources. For example 
find the average temperature of a particular location. We present 
a scalable technique to answer clients multiple queries using pull 
based mechanism. Decomposing multi-query to independent sub-
queries and those sub-queries are executed using parallelism 
technique. Dynamically allocate sub-query to the data aggregators 
based on the dimensions of data item in query. We investigated 
various techniques for efficiently executing multi-query workloads 
from data and to provide accurate results to the user immediately 
without time delay. Performance results using real world traces 
shows that the time delay is reduced when compared to executing 
sub-queries in constant aggregators. 
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I. Introduction
 Web applications or distributed data use data that is timely changing 
means dynamic data. Applications like stock portfolio and search 
engines also use data that is changing rapidly. Various applications 
like content distribution network and sensor based monitoring 
makes wide use of dynamic data. Many such applications make 
use of dynamic data, so the systems that update the data repeatedly 
need to be used. For example, consider a web application. Client 
sends its query to the central site. To answer the query central 
site need to find which aggregators have the data item to answer 
the query. Its working is same as Google search engine. Another 
example would be portfolio of stock. The data values for this 
need to be reorganized continuously as they are changing. Thus 
the queries are refreshed. Sometimes client may face with some 
inaccuracy in the result. We are going to develop a system which 
takes as input query in natural language and that query is processed 
and converted into SQL queries at the back-end.
Extensive use of these applications is to monitor dynamic data for 
online decision making and efficient delivery of accurate result 
for client queries. Client’s query may be simple query [6] or 
complex query [7, 4, and 1]. As an example, consider a user who 
wants to track the temperature of various locations on different 
months. Temperature data values from possibly different sources 
are required to aggregate to satisfy user requirements. Sending 
multiple queries to a data source at a time may produce inaccurate 
result to client and reduces the performance, by not reporting 
immediately [3].
Network of Data Aggregators: Data refresh from data source to 
client can be done using push or pull based mechanism. In pull 
based mechanism, data sources send messages to the client only 
when client makes a request. Whereas in push based mechanism, 
data sources send update messages to clients on their own. In 
this paper we assume pull based mechanism for data transfer 
between data sources and clients. The objective is to devise a 

novel technique for efficiently executing multi-query workloads 
from data and to provide the accurate results to the user.
Construction and Maintenance of Data Aggregators: Constant 
simple queries and data aggregators are dynamically allocated 
based on the queries [10] or having constant number of data 
aggregators and dynamically change the query [6]. This paper 
based on the multi-queries, data aggregators are constructed 
dynamically. Thus, reduces the time taken to produce the result. 
The objective is to minimize time consumption [7], and number 
of messages in between data aggregators and clients [5], which 
intern can be used to minimize total number of messages between 
data sources and clients.
A method is needed for providing immediate, optimum result for 
client’s multi-query which includes: (1) obtain simple sub-query 
from multi-query (complex query). (2) Execute the sub-query 
in dynamic aggregators. (3) Retrieve optimum results from data 
source based on gain.

Fig. 1: Data Dissemination Network for Multiple Data Items

II. Related Works
Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) were developed 
to be at the heart of every monitoring application. Monitoring 
applications typically register hundreds of Continuous Queries 
(CQs) in DSMSs in order to continuously process unbounded data 
streams to detect events of interest. DSMSs must be designed to 
efficiently handle unbounded streams with large volumes of data 
and large numbers of CQs, i.e., exhibit scalability[6]. This need 
for scalability means that the underlying processing techniques 
a DSMS adopts should be optimized for high throughput. These 
systems are built around three design principles that aid in the 
real-time. Querying of complex data sources: query interfaces 
tailored to the application’s specific data types, optimized data 
collection processes, and allowing queries to provide feedback 
to the collection process.
Various mechanisms for efficiently maintaining incoherency 
bounded aggregation queries over continuously changing data 
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items are proposed in the literature [5,7,9]. This paper work 
distinguishes itself by being sub-query based evaluation to 
minimize number of refreshes. In [7], authors propose using 
data filters at the sources; instead here assign incoherency bounds 
to subqueries which reduce the number of refreshes for query 
evaluation. In proxy-based caching approaches store content at 
various locations outside the site infrastructure and can improve 
Web site performance by reducing content generation delays, 
firewall processing delays, and bandwidth requirements [2]. In 
cache at the page level, which does not guarantee that correct pages 
axe served and provides very limited reusability. The benefits of 
existing proxy-based and back end caching techniques, without 
their respective limitations.
In traditional database systems optimize for performance on 
one-shot query processing, emerging large-scale monitoring 
applications require continuous tracking of complex data analysis 
queries over collections of physically-distributed streams. In 
readily incorporates several complex analysis queries thus 
giving the first known low-overhead tracking solution for such 
queries in the distributed-streams model[8]. The optimized for 
tracking high-speed streams, and result in very low processing and 
communication costs, and significant savings over naive updating 
schemes.
The method of executing queries over dynamic data dissemination 
network is practical since it can be implemented using a mechanism 
similar to URL-rewriting [4] in CDNs. Just like in a CDN, the 
client sends its query to the central site. For getting appropriate 
aggregators (edge nodes) to answer the client query (web page), the 
central site has to first determine which data aggregators have the 
data items required for the client query. If the client query cannot 
be answered by a single data aggregator, the query is divided 
into sub-queries (fragments) and each sub-query is assigned to a 
single data aggregator.

III. Simple Queries Vs Complex Queries
Queries that can access data from single data source based on one 
matching condition are Simple Queries. Complex Queries are 
composition of simple queries which access data from multiple 
data sources and have more matching condition. Consider the 
scenario,
Scenario-1: Retrieve the temperature details of Chennai.
Scenario-2: Retrieve the temperature details of all states of India, 
where temperature is more than 65.c, in the month of January.
Scenario-1 deals with temperature about single location, having 
single matching conditions whereas Scenario-2 deals with multiple 
matching conditions like finding the states, temperature more 
than 65.c, only on January month. In this paper we deal with 
the complex queries as like Scenario-2. It is also applicable for 
simple queries.
Obtain simple sub-queries from the client complex query. Simple 
sub-queries can either be a correlated sub-query or non correlated 
sub-query. One can use table join to convert into sub-query [8]. 
But, in this case dimensions and space for storage increases which 
will reduces performance by taking more time for execution. 
Otherwise, execute the multi-query from innermost query to 
outermost query in the order of core to outer region. It produces 
consistent results but outermost query get starved. Multi-query 
optimization was done by exploiting common sub expressions 
which reduces evaluation costs [7]. This technique does not 
provide efficient results, if there is no common sub-expression. 
Complex queries can also be optimized by decomposing into 
modules [9]. Significant improvements in query optimization can 

be gained by careful choice of the algorithm and framework to be 
used for entire multi-query evaluation [1,2, and 4]. In this paper, 
we use parallel execution technique, split the multi-query into 
sub-queries and results are combined through rational operators. 
The objective is achieved through parallel execution of sub-queries 
through network of data aggregators.
MQ = SQ1 U SQ2 U SQ3 U . . . . . U SQn  (1)

Fig. 2: Queries and Its Execution Time Evaluation

Where SQi is ith simple independent sub-query obtained from user’s 
Multi-query. Union of results of all sub-queries should be same 
as executing single complex query. All sub-queries are executed 
in parallel with each in data aggregators. Multiple sub-queries 
executed at a time in different aggregators thus the performance 
will improve. Performance of executing one complex query is 
compared with parallel execution of multiple independent sub-
queries. Parallel query execution dynamically produces effective 
result extraction for distributed data object [3]. Fig. 2. Refers the 
comparison between execution time of the queries.

IV. Aggregators Construction
Dynamic aggregators are used to aggregate the sub-queries results 
from the data store and efficient access of queries. There are number 
of methods for allocating sub-queries to dynamic data aggregators. 
Single data aggregator fulfils client’s data requirements. But, in 
that case, data aggregators may need to disseminate a large number 
of data items which will leads to reduced performance. Author [5, 
10] makes use of clients query to construct the data aggregators. 
Given network of data aggregators are used to efficiently answer 
client queries [6]. Each data aggregator is assigned to a particular 
data source. In that case, single aggregator performs all operation 
and no parallelism. In this paper, network of data aggregators 
dynamically arrange themselves to answer effectively for dynamic 
client’s query. Each dynamic aggregator has bound to the dimension 
of the data items, not bound to particular data sources. Based on 
dimensions in the sub-queries dynamically allocate sub-queries 
to data aggregators. This is suitable for simple query as well as 
for multi-query environment.
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V. Multi-query Execution Plan

Fig. 3: Query Execution Plan 

SQn= nth Simple sub-query 
DAn= nth Data Aggregator
Split Multi-query into independent simple sub-queries for parallel 
execution of each sub-query in dynamic aggregators. Data 
aggregators are dynamically chosen by the sub-queries based on 
the dimensions specified. For dynamic queries, data aggregators 
are allocated dynamically and parallel execution of sub-queries 
takes place in data aggregators shown in fig. 3. Thus the time 
delay, number of messages is minimized and produces the accurate 
report immediately.

VI. Algorithms and Its Performance
For comparison with proposed algorithms, presented in the 
previous section, consider various other query plan options. Each 
individual sub-queries is executed in data aggregators. 

A. Dynamic Queries, Single Data aggregator (DS)
In this method, all queries are processed by single aggregators.

B. Dynamic Queries, Constant Data Aggregator (DC)
In this technique, number of aggregators kept constant, dynamic 
queries is processed by those aggregators.

C. Dynamic Queries, Dynamic Data Aggregator (DD)
In this method complex queries are analysed and separated into 
independent sub queries. Number of data aggregators depends 
upon the number of sub query and its dimensions. Each sub query 
will be processed in those aggregators in parallel as described 
in the section III thus reduces the time taken foe execution and 
produces optimum results.
Temperature database consists of 1000 objects is taken as test 
database. Objective is to select the states in India which have 
either 86C in the month of July in the year of 1999 to 2004 or 
104C in the month of may in the year of 1999 to 2004. Those 
states should also have either 60C in the month of December in 
the year of 2002 to 2009 or 72C in the month of October in the 
year of 2002 to 2009.

Input Dataset – Temperature Database
State Year Month Celsius
AP 1999 JULY 86C
AP 2000 MAY 99C
AP 2004 JULY 100C
TN 2001 MAY 104C
TN 2000 JUNE 90C
UP 2002 JULY 86C
UP 2003 MAY 104C

Structure of query will be

 “((SELECT UNIQUE state 
           FROM temperatureDB
                   WHERE jul=’60C’ AND year
                            BETWEEN 1999 AND 2004 )
 UNION 
  (SELECT UNIQUE state 
            FROM temperatureDB
                   WHERE may=’104C’ AND
                            year BETWEEN 1999 AND 2004)) 
INTERSECT 
 ((SELECT UNIQUE state 
         FROM temperatureDB  
                WHERE dec=’72C’ AND year 
                        BETWEEN 2002 AND 2009 )
 
UNION 
(SELECT UNIQUE state
                FROM temperatureDB
                                      WHERE oct=’69C’ AND year 
                                         BETWEEN 2002 AND 2009)) 
Output Dataset – Temperature Database
State Year Month Celsius
AP 1999 JULY 86C
TN 2001 MAY 104C
UP 2002 JULY 86C
UP 2003 MAY 104C

Above complex query contains four independent sub queries. 
In DS method, there is no parallel execution because of single 
data aggregators. So, sub query should execute one by one in the 
same aggregator. Each independent sub query for execution takes 
2 ms and operators like union and intersects takes 1ms. Total 
time taken for execution of example query using DS method is 
11ms. DC method has constant aggregators say two aggregators 
which allow only two parallel executions. In the example query, 
four independent sub query takes 4ms for execution and union, 
intersect operators takes 1ms for each. Time taken for execution 
of multi query using DC method will be 6ms.
In the proposed DD method, each sub query in multi-query is 
allocated it data aggregators based on the two dimensions month 
and year. Example query contains four independent sub query 
hence each query needs a separate data aggregators which was 
dynamically allocated. Each and every independent sub query 
is executed in its data aggregator in parallel. So, time taken for 
execution for four sub queries is 2 ms, union operator takes 1ms, 
similarly intersect takes 1ms. Total execution time for above multi 
query is 4ms, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Methods and Its Execution Time

Fig. 4: Comparison of Algorithms

Time taken for computation is reduced by dynamically allocating 
data aggregators for sub-queries instead of executing query in 
constant data aggregators and single aggregator as clearly shown 
in fig. 3. Parallel execution techniques increase the performance 
as well as produces efficient and optimal results. 

VI. Conclusion
This paper presents a plan for executing Complex-queries and 
performance gain obtained by using parallel technique in sub-
queries. We assume the existence of network of data aggregators, 
independent sub-queries are assigned to data aggregators based 
on dimensions specified in the sub-queries. This technique 
reduces time taken for executing sub-queries. It is showed that 
dividing multi-queries into independent sub-queries and executing 
it parallel, improves performance and reduces execution time. 
Data aggregators are dynamically assigned to sub-query based on 
attributes so execution plan is applicable for dataset having limited 
attributes. This will lead to poor performance for dataset having 
more dimensions. Developing efficient technique for handling 
more dimensions is an area for future work. This research work 
also used for developing query cost model. Moreover multi-queries 
execution plan can extend for executing multi-queries execution 
in push based model is another area of future work.
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